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WEST SOMERSET AREA QUAKER MEETING MINUTES
July 16th at Spiceland
16/47 Advices and Queries
Advices and Queries number 7 was read during our worship.
16/48 Representatives
Bridgwater
Gilly Lee
Burnham
Carinne Allinson
Ilminster
Eve Northey
John Gray
Minehead
Christina Lawson Chris Lawson
Spiceland
Gillian Lord
Graham West
Taunton
Martin Wall
Pat Bazley
Wellington
Zoe Ainsworth-Grigg
Elder
Eve Northey
16/49 Membership
George Ferguson of Minehead Meeting has asked that his membership be transferred to West
Somerset Area Meeting. It is unclear as to where his membership currently lies. We are glad to accept
this transfer and ask John Ainsworth to welcome him.
16/50 Treasurer’s Report
We have heard a report from Phil Parratt our treasurer .
Overall, giving from Local Meetings to Area Meeting has been a little down on 2014 and giving to Britain
Yearly Meeting has remained at £11,000.
The income for Area Meeting has been £218,000, £141,000 of which being for the redevelopment of
Taunton Meeting House. Expenditure has been £771,000 of which £710,000 was on the
redevelopment.
The total for all our funds stands at £393,987 of which £303,723 is the Ilminster Building fund.
Our loans stand at £35,000 on 10 year interest-free loans and £25,000 in loans which should be
converted into donations during 2016. Our commitments stand at £60,000 continued expenditure on
Taunton Meeting House and £ 45,000 mortgage for 20 years at £3.5%.
The full accounts will be circulated in due course.
We agree to merge the Simmonds and Finch legacies to create a fund for outreach, education and
spiritual nurture. We thank Friends for promises of loans for the Taunton Meeting House project, but
these will no longer be required. We thank our treasurer for his hard work during this very busy period.
16/51 Report on the life of Wellington Meeting
We have heard a report from Wellington on the life of their meeting over the last year. The year has
been a fairly busy one. Various aspects of the building and garden have received attention. Wellington
Friends have been active in outreach activity. Their report will appear in full in the newsletter.
16/52 Report on the life of Minehead Meeting
Minehead report, with sadness, the deaths of John Melbourne and Bertram Sample. They celebrate the
publication of Michael Sully’s book on the History of Quakers in Minehead.
Numbers at Meeting have fallen, but fellowship is supported by Noon Meetings on Sundays,
words and music evenings in Friends homes, and Christmas and New Year events.
Midday meetings for worship, followed by lunch, on the 1st Friday of each month bring in those
who cannot attend on Sundays, and the Quakers in War exhibition attracted about 100 visitors.
An attender has again helped with maintenance of the Meeting House and AM paid for the
renewal of guttering.
Minehead Friends are active in local organisations and have strong links with local churches.
They have supported the business of Area Meeting and successfully organised the performance of
Red Flag Over Bermondsey for Area Meeting.
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Matters of concern for Minehead Meeting are their falling income, the need for a Lettings
Policy, and the dearth of people able to take on responsibilities.
The report will appear in full in the newsletter.
16/53 Quaker Quest
Kathy Gollin has outlined the preparations for Quaker Quest in Taunton in the autumn and has
encouraged Friends to offer to share in the presentations and particularly the arrangements.
16/54 Green Advisory Group
We have heard a report from the Green Advisory Group
We are told of two participatory workshops offered by QPSW, one on climate justice, another
on the new economy. It is hoped to organise a workshop on this subject. Friends are reminded to tell
Pat Bell of their own green initiatives and GAG will formulate a questionnaire to aid this. We thank GAG
for their encouraging report which will appear in the newsletter.
16/55 Nominations
Margaret Stenhouse’s name has been brought forward as our Safeguarding Officer.
We duly appoint her to serve until July 2019.
16/56 Testimony to the grace of God in the life and witness of John Melbourne
We have heard the testimony to the grace of God in the life and witness of John Melbourne, written by
Minehead Meeting. We are happy to accept it and for it to be forwarded to Britain Yearly Meeting.
16/57 Meeting for Sufferings
Neither Kathy Gollin nor Jefferson Horsley were able to attend Meeting for Sufferings , but Kathy has
asked if we would take copies of the ”Our Faith in the Future” leaflet for consideration by our LMs
16/58 Afternoon Session
We have heard from Ben Wood and Douglas Butterfield about how “ A Spirit-led Church “ came into
being, its journey from the requirement to respond to the WCC document “ The Church, Towards a
Common Vision”- to its present form. We enjoyed a very informative introduction to the themes
addressed in the document. This stimulated much discussion and we were urged to consider how we
may use the document, as a means of both outreach and in reach. We thank Ben and Douglas for this
helpful and stimulating session.
16/59 Closing Minute
We thank Spiceland for their hospitality and hope to meet again at Bridgwater on September 17th.
NOTICES
Taunton Live
There were many events across Taunton in the week of 18th to 23rd July. Bath Place was yarn bombed
and Taunton Meeting House involved in hosting two exhibitions -.an Art installation by Debbi Sutton in
the garden and Zoe Ainsworth-Grigg had an exhibition of paintings in the children’s room.
Revised Funeral wishes forms are now available
AM Quiet Day , Know an Inward Stillness, with Gill Pennington, at Spiceland on Saturday 23rd July.
Agenda for September. We have three major items to consider in September:
1.
Nominations paper on managing AM business. Responses to Anna Mullet by 15th August.
2.

Sufferings report on Criminal Justice. Responses to Anne and Gilly by 30th August please

3.
Cornwall AM paper on the legalisation of Possession of Drugs for personal use. Again
responses to Anne and Gilly by 30th August please.
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LIFE OF MINEHEAD MEETING JULY 2015-JUNE 2016
For Minehead Friends there were two major events in the last year. Sadly we had the deaths of two of
our members. John Melbourne, who had been central to the life of the Meeting for many years, serving
as clerk, Elder, warden, and always ready to help anyone and at any event, died in November, and
Bertram Sample who had also been an Elder but who had been prevented from attending Meeting for
several years died in January. A matter of rejoicing for us was the publication of the booklet by Michael
Sully on the History of Quakers in Minehead, which has already sold the first 70 copies.
Our numbers are noticeably down due to deaths, removals from the area and some of our
attenders moving away from Friends. Our average at Meeting for Worship has been 10 rather than 14
Friends, but with welcome visitors from time to time, some of them seen annually when on holiday.
Our fellowship has been supported in a number of ways, with meeting together at 12 noon on
Sundays proving more popular than evenings in the homes of Friends. We have considered Advices
and Queries, 2015 Swarthmore Lecture, parts of Quaker Faith and Practice, the Gospel of John, had
talks from Chris on Quaker history in 20th century and John Woolman and a couple of open discussions.
Our evenings of words and music have been enjoyed, sometimes by only 4 or 5 Friends. We
held our annual pre-Christmas sharing of words and music and a New Year Social, to which we always
welcome friends who do not attend Meeting for Worship.
We have continued with our mid-day half hour Meeting for Worship on Friday’s followed by
homemade soup and bread and cheese. This has brought in others from the area who for a variety of
reasons are unable to come on Sunday mornings. Our main outreach activity was displaying the
Quakers in War exhibition for three days over a weekend in June. About one hundred people, including
those who stewarded, saw the exhibition and some good exchanges were had. We also had excellent
coverage in the local newspaper.
We have again had help from one attender with the maintenance of our premises, and are
particularly pleased with a locked cupboard in which to keep our Meeting records. The guttering has
also been renewed, paid for by Area Meeting.
Various members have been active in other organizations in Minehead and district. We were
represented at the induction and welcome to a new vicar, and involved with ecumenical discussion
groups in Lent, Exchange of Pulpits and noon prayers in Week of Prayer for Christian Unity, Rainbow
Fair in Christian Aid week, and concern for refugees and the West Somerset Food box through a local
Anglican church. We now have two pages on the CTIM website, which are linked to the Area Meeting
website.
We have given careful attention to matters sent down to us from Area Meeting in particular the
new website, membership matters, and the change in the handling of charity collections. The
Wednesday evening outreach meetings in Taunton have been attended by 8 or 9 people most months,
and we have helped with the performance of Red Flag over Bermondsey.
We have several matters of particular concern at the moment. Our income is down due to fall
in numbers and losing some regular lettings. We are aware of the need for a formal lettings policy. We
are experiencing difficulty in finding enough people to take on responsibilities. Our inability to appoint
an assistant clerk was resolved for the time being by having four people acting as assistant clerk for 3
months each. We know we are not alone in this and shall be attempting to address these issues in the
coming year.
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LIFE OF WELLINGTON MEETING MAY 2015 - MAY 2016
We have had a fairly busy year but have struggled with health issues hence our delayed report on the
Life of Wellington Meeting.
We are happy to welcome all-age worship. Peter Blaker is happy to liaise with Taunton
Meeting about it. We have decided to start a children’s group of our own as we have a small family
attending Meeting regularly. We have seen Peter’s CRB report and he has offered to help with the
children. Georgina Cardew has agreed to work with him as has Avril Silk.
We discussed our concern about being unable to appoint a trustee. We would however like to
be more involved with trusteeship. Zoe Ainsworth Grigg has been asked to act as Wellington Meeting’s
observer at Trustees Meeting until such time as we find a full time Trustee.
Judith Blaker has considered the documents in the deed box and recommends a list of seven
to be deposited in Somerset Heritage Centre. This has now been done and she intends to go through
the second deed box. There is a plan of the burial ground on the list; a copy of this will be taken to be
kept at the Meeting House. It has been suggested that the copy is framed and displayed. Friends are
grateful to Judith for her work on this and are willing to take her advice.
The window in the lovely new kitchen has been replaced.by Peter Hawkins who installed the
kitchen. Brian Collingridge has completed the tiling and the kitchen has been painted by a member of
LETS. We are so grateful to our anonymous donor.
We have discussed all the defects on the building highlighted in the quinquenial report. Peter
Hawkins has done most of the work and hopes to finish the rest this summer. The fence on the side of
the garden blew down in the gales and on trying to replace it Peter discovered an old culvert running
under that boundary. It doesn’t seem to be in use now so we propose filling it in and erecting a new
fence. We discovered that our burial ground is in a conservation area so we had to have permission to
fell the trees. Martin Groves, a professional tree surgeon, felled the trees after an inspection by the
conservation officer.
During Quaker week 2015 Zoe screened a film from the Spiritual Cinema Association. Peter
Blaker and Alan Keith opened the building and garden to local people. During September 2016, with
Quaker Week in mind, Avril, Peter and Zoe will take part in Somerset Arts Week at the Meeting House.
We hope that this will act as a form of outreach.
We have supported Water Aid and Quaker Housing trust with our Quarterly collection. We
requested that consideration be given to housing refugees.
Avril Silk is on the outreach steering group for “Out of Quiet”, the series of very well attended
monthly talks at Taunton Meeting House.
We contribute to the Wellington Weekly News Christian Comment column, and also host the
LETS Market when we hold a fundraising coffee morning. Avril continues to edit the Area Meeting
Newsletter.
Marian Dawson and Avril Silk
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REPORT ON QUAKER SERVICE IN WARTIME EXHIBITION IN TAUNTON AND MINEHEAD
Borrowing the exhibition from the Quaker Memorial Service Trust was agreed last autumn during the
planning for events at Taunton MH this year. It was booked for June, to coincide with a Wednesday
evening session on the Quaker peace testimony. Jane Durham kindly collected and returned it from
Redland MH whilst visiting members of her family nearby, and Chris Lawson oversaw setting it up,
obtaining literature to go with it and making the posters. He also made a display about Quaker work for
peace today and added his existing one on COs in WW1, which features his father in particular. The AM
Outreach Group was closely involved in all the preparation as well as well as John Ainsworth for
Taunton Friends and Lynn Shorthouse as Warden.
In Taunton the exhibition was seen by those at the June 1st evening meeting, by Friends on
the Sunday and then for June 6-11th it was open to the public in the daytime. Some advertising was
done in Taunton, as well as on information about the Wednesday evenings and a special flyer.
Disappointingly, a press release was only used in print in a Burnham-on-Sea local paper and online by
the County Gazette. Boards were displayed outside the MH but for whatever reasons visitors were few.
Over the 6 days about 50 people were recorded. However some very positive comments in the book,
such as “Informative exhibition, courageous work you do” and some good conversations were had. One
special visitor was 90 year old Joan Jackman from Brean who came specially having had two uncles in
the FAU in WW1; she presented us with a beautiful book about them and her Quaker ancestors in
general. £31 was collected and some literature was taken. 15 Friends helped with stewarding, some
more than once. It seemed a lot of effort and preparation for the limited outcome, however.
Minehead then had the exhibition for Saturday to Monday, June 18-20th . The local paper (the
West Somerset Free Press) featured it prominently, using the whole of a press release and two
accompanying photos. Adverts were also sent around local churches and schools as well as being put
up in various places in the town. Members of the Meeting had a preparatory half-hour after Meeting
three weeks ahead seeing some of the panels, having a photo shoot, discussing advertising, stewarding
and providing refreshments. This probably helped to get a sense of commitment and ownership by the
Meeting for the event.
The three days were felt to be successful. Including the 13 Friends who stewarded, around 100
people viewed the exhibition (plus two children and at least two dogs). Quite a lot came at the time
having seen advertising boards in the street. Others were friends of members. Many of those who came
stayed for half-an-hour and were glad whilst there to tell us about experiences relating to the Wars that
they had had and matters they were interested in talking about. The refreshments helped the
atmosphere. A reasonable amount of literature was taken and £115 donated.
Comments in the book included: “Thank you for telling the other side of war and conflict and
the role the Quakers played in providing much needed help and support to those in need” and
“Fascinating and interesting information – a great revelation to see how influential Quakers have
been/can be.”
Minehead Friends see this as their main piece of outreach work this year. For Taunton Friends
it was only one event in a year well packed with special outreach activities which overall are producing
some good outcomes. Useful learning from both situations, I hope.
Summary of expenses:
Hiring of exhibition and purchase of booklets
Transport – kindly provided by a member
Posters and display material (photocopying by Chris)
Printing of flyers by Carly Press
Diary notice in ‘The Friend’
30 copies of special CO edition of ‘The Friend’
Total

£51
£0
£16 (paid by Minehead Meeting)
??£30 (to be confirmed)
£19
£20
£136
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The donations were advertised as “For expenses and Quaker work for peace today” so the £147
collected could be divided, for instance, as £100 to QPSW and £47 refund to AM leaving AM paying
£73.

Chris Lawson
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WEST SOMERSET AREA QUAKER MEETING
GREEN ADVISORY GROUP

The group now meets every two months; unfortunately only three of us were able to meet in
June. In addition to hearing of members’ interests and activities we considered the recent
mailing from QPSW offering two participatory workshops, one on climate justice and the other
on the New Economy, exploring options for an economic system in which Quaker testimony
can flourish. Two booklets have been produced in conjunction with this – What’s the Economy
for? and Good Work in the New Economy which asks how we might organise work as if people
and non-human life mattered. (There is a page devoted to enterprises in Exeter supported by
Exeter Quakers.) We hope that a workshop on this subject can be held within West Somerset,
either alongside an Area Meeting or separately; the group would be happy to organise this.
We want to hear stories of Friends’ witness to our testimony on sustainability. A
reminder to let Pat Bell know of anything that you have done in this area – we would be glad to
hear both of small steps you have taken and of bigger actions such as installing solar panels
(and can you recommend an installer?) or your involvement in groups large or small – maybe in
your own community or nationally. We are sure there is lots we can include in a compendium of
West Somerset Quakers’ road to a more sustainable world. (Thank you Minehead Friends for
your contribution.)
We meet again on 12th September (but this could be changed as we will need to move
from Mondays). If you would like to come please contact me.
Several events coming up may be of interest to Friends: (more info from John
Ainsworth if needed)
-

Two Give or Take events: Bring things you don’t want and take what you do. A way to
reduce landfill.

27th to 30th July 10 to 3 at CreaTIV hub in Tiverton (next to cinema)
Saturday 10th September 11 to 1 at Kingsmead School, Wiveliscombe.

-

Monday 17th October. Awareness of Electro Magnetic Fields. Talk by Dr. Andrew
Tresidder at Taunton Meeting House 7.30 (time to be confirmed)

-

15th to 19th August. Voices of the Earth exploring the spirit and natural world creatively .
Course at Woodbrooke

-

7th to 9th October. Living Witness Gathering at Bamford Community.

John Ainsworth (convener)
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WEST SOMERSET AREA MEETING (WSAM)
FUNERAL AND MEMORIAL WISHES FORM (2016)
This is an advisory (not legal) document to assist those who will be responsible for your funeral or
cremation. If you can, discuss your wishes with them and give them a copy of this form when
completed. WSAM will do their best to ensure your wishes are followed.
Information on Quaker burials and WSAM’s policies are contained in the leaflets on Spiceland and
Milverton burial grounds. Please do not hesitate to ask for more information or help with the form’s
completion – from your meeting’s Elders, the area funeral advisors, the area burials officer (contact
details on website) or from the AM clerk.
1. Your name:
Your Quaker meeting:

Your address:

Telephone number:

email:

______________________________________________________________
2. Who is likely to be responsible for taking decisions about your funeral after your death?
Name:

Telephone number:

Address:

email:

Anyone else? (please give contact details)
______________________________________________________________
3. If you have made arrangements for the donation of your body to medical science, or any of your
organs*, where are the details stored?

*It is a legal requirement that organ and body donation are formally agreed and consent given by the
person whose body/organs will be donated. This cannot be done by anyone other than you – so you
must complete the legal forms while you are alive. For further information see www.hta.gov.uk. The
medical school which covers our area meeting is Bristol (Dept. of Anatomy/Bequest Office).
4. How would you like your body to be disposed of?
Cremation? yes/no.

If yes, any special wishes for the disposal of your ashes? (Spiceland, Milverton or elsewhere)

Do you wish a memorial plaque if ashes are scattered at Spiceland? (see leaflet for details)
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Burial? yes/no
If yes where?
Spiceland (WSAM’s Quaker Burial Ground) yes/no
If so:
do you want to be buried in the upper ‘formal’ section? yes/no
or in the southern section (no headstones) managed for wild habitat.
yes/no
do you wish a double/depth plot? (for those wanting space to be reserved for partner/spouse) yes/no
do you want a headstone? (upper burial ground only) yes/no
(the Spiceland leaflet gives details of the required type and size of stone, lettering and wording).
Milverton (WSAM’s Quaker Burial Ground)
If so:
do you wish a double/depth plot? (for those wanting space to be reserved for partner/spouse) yes/no
Do you want a headstone? yes/no
(Please see the Milverton leaflet for details of size, lettering and wording)

5. Where would you want your funeral meeting for worship held?
Quaker meeting house? If yes, which one?

Crematorium or cemetery chapel?

Elsewhere. Please give details.

Is there any particular passage you would like read at this meeting for worship, or music you would like
included?

6. Do you have any special wishes about notices announcing your death?

In the Friend?
Elsewhere? (please give details)
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7. Do you have any particular wishes regarding who is notified of your death?

It may be helpful to let someone know where addresses/contacts are kept.

8. Do you wish for flowers? If yes please give details.

9. Do you want gifts to charity? If yes please give details.

10. Is there anything else you want to add to guide those making your funeral
arrangements?

Please make sure that those who may be involved in your burial arrangements understand about
Quaker burials, perhaps by giving them copies of the Spiceland and Milverton leaflets. Families of
those buried who are not Quakers can be upset if they do not understand the reasons behind our
policies and why we adhere to them strictly.

I ask that the information above is followed as far as possible by those arranging my funeral and the
disposal of my body.

Signature:

Date:

Contacts: www.westsomersetquakers.org.uk
Burials Officer: Anna Mullett (annamullett@btinternet.com) 01823 327012
Funeral Advisers: Gilly Lee (gillylee@btinternet.com) 01278 671276
Rosemary Dagley 01823 321242
Eve Northey (evelittlebethany@waitrose.com)
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LIFE AFTER BREXIT
QUAKER PERSPECTIVES
Whichever way each of us voted, the rapid changes in events and personnel of the first month after the
referendum and the knowledge of the huge amount of work that politicians and civil servants will need to
do over the next few years is a daunting prospect. The uncertainty of how things will be can be exciting
but many of us are apprehensive at what we might lose in all the upheaval. We share concerns at the
reported increase in racist incidents and at the insecurity that EU citizens in Britain will be feeling.
There have a number of statements by Quaker groups which may help us come to terms with the
changed situation. Above all, we need to hold to our Quaker values of peace, equality and justice and
share these with many in other faith and secular groups who are working towards a more just and
peaceful world.
A few days before the referendum the Northern Friends Peace Board issued a statement as
follows:
After the referendum, regardless of the outcome, there will be many people in the UK and elsewhere
feeling hurt, angry and disappointed. The role of the media and many politicians in framing the debate
has been too often been very negative; passionate assertions have been presented as credible
predictions, untruths have been used as if they were fact in spite of frequent challenges) and fears and
prejudices have been stoked up in support of competing agendas.
As Friends concerned for peace, we can unite in affirming the importance of equality, respect,
integrity in public life, and environmental sustainability as key foundations for peace. We can also affirm
our commitment to internationalism and to co-operation between nations and peoples, the basis on
which the EU was founded. Global challenges require responses, from local to international.
Cooperation is not always easy or straightforward, but in linking across cultures, national boundaries
and languages, violent conflict is made less likely.
We know that, for these and other reasons, many Friends are committed to the European
Union and to the UK staying within it. We also know that Friends have real concerns about the EU as an
institution, and in particular by how it is shaped by the less positive influences of international trade. We
aspire to a Europe whose security is based on mutuality and care for the marginalised and vulnerable,
rather than on militarism and fear.
Whatever the outcome, we as Quakers want and need to be ready to engage with our
neighbours in our communities, between nations and across Europe as a whole, in challenging policies,
practices and structures that work against the building of peace, and in promoting those which sustain
and nurture it.
“Let us then try what love will do”. William Penn.
Quakers in Britain issued this statement after the result of the referendum was known.
Building bridges after the referendum
The outcome of the EU referendum and
the campaigning that led up to it have
shown up and sometimes exacerbated
divisions within and between our
communities.
There is now a great need for
bridge-building, for reaching out to one
another in love, trusting that below the
political differences lie a shared
humanity and a wish for flourishing
communities.
Inequalities run deep in
society and some are exposed by the
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vote. Quakers in England, Scotland and Wales are committed to working together and with others including Quakers across Europe - for a peaceful and just world. In the coming year our Quaker Yearly
Meeting will focus on building movements with others locally and globally. We refuse to prejudge who is
or is not an ally.
Turbulent times can be frightening, but the Spirit is a source of strength for all, guiding us in
who we are and what we do. We take heart from the knowledge that with change comes opportunity.
We will look for creative ways to find common cause, to listen, to influence and to persuade. As the
status quo is shaken we and our neighbours must look to one another for support, wisdom and above
all ways of healing divisions.
The Quaker Council for European Affairs (QCEA) has commented on the result of the UK’s EU
membership referendum. QCEA has also provided a quiet space for reflection in Brussels since
the result was announced.
Leaving the EU
“The UK has decided to step away from an organisation which acts as a mechanism for dialogue, and
which is a pillar of peace in Europe and the world. More effort is now needed find ways to keep peace in
Europe and to preserve the positive. In particular we should endeavour to ensure that the UK does not
withdraw from the European Convention of Human Rights”, said Andrew Lane, Representative at
QCEA.
“Europe, including the UK, will be in greater need of Quaker values as an antidote to an
emboldened far-right and to increased division and volatility that will be felt worst by the most
vulnerable.” he said.
“The UK has voted to leave the EU, but cannot leave Europe, and nor can it walk away from
very real global challenges. Without the EU, the UK needs to find other ways to work in an integrated
way with countries in Europe and beyond to address war, poverty and climate change”, Andrew said.
Reflection at Quaker House
Immediately after the result was
announced QCEA opened the doors of
Quaker House Brussels for anyone
affected or worried about the UK leaving
the EU. QCEA recognised that many UK
nationals working within the EU institutions
will have the course of their, and their
family’s, lives and careers changed by the
referendum result. QCEA set aside space
for quiet reflection, but also welcomed
visitors who wanted to share their shock
and sadness.
Notes:
The Quaker Council for European Affairs
brings a Quaker vision of just relationships
to the 28 member European Union and to
the 47 member Council of Europe.
In February 2016 QCEA’s
governing Council discerned that UK
should remain a member of the EU.
John Ainsworth
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PURPLE FIELD PRODUCTIONS
making films - making a difference
BULLETIN - JUNE 2016
FUTURE VIEW FILM GROUP @ 51 STOCCO ROAD MAKENI
After picking up the keys to the new FVFG office on Wednesday 10th June, the Group very quickly got
settled in and are already feeling the benefit of this designated work space. They now have somewhere
safe and secure to store all of their equipment including the solar powered backpack cinema kit PFP
handed over to them earlier this year. And training sessions are underway enabling the Group members
to keep their skills up to date as well as learning new techniques and practices. Tyson Conteh, Group
leader wrote "the group just want to send a lots of thanks to PFP for this wonderful opportunity they give
us and to let you know we are excited for this office, what can we say, just thank you thank you thank
you we promise to do our best to keep and the best out of this office".
STREET CHILDREN FILM SCREENINGS IN SIERRA LEONE
Our partners in Sierra Leone, CoDWeIA, have been achieving great things with their latest screenings
of the PFP street children advocacy film 'Support We and We Will Be'. Alfred Kargbo, Director, has now
carried out 8 screenings across 4 towns to groups of police, social welfare staff and a police family
support unit. Prior to the screenings the groups discussed the issues regarding street children. They
complained that the children are a problem and they do not know what to do to rid them from the
streets. They perceive the huge numbers of street children as a public nuisance and a security threat.
They also believe that street children are disobedient, criminals and evil. Alfred also reported that based
on his findings from street work in Waterloo, the Ebola epidemic has caused a dramatic increase in the
numbers of street children because of the increased sufferings in households, with many children
loosing their parents.
However, following the screenings their attitudes changed. Many realised that street children
have their reason for being on the streets and should not be blamed. Street children should be given
more opportunities and supported through education and provided with family care. Community
members should join hands to support the children saying “these are our children”.
All of them agreed that something must be done urgently to take them off the streets or else,
as they said “ these street children will grow up to become hooligans, untamed vandals, thieves and
drug addicts that society will not be able to contain…”.
PFP are very pleased to be supporting Alfred with these screenings and we hope to be able to
support him with further distribution of the film in the months ahead.
CEREBRAL PALSY FILM ON TOUR
We welcome Salome and Lennox to Team PFP! They have just completed a month long screening
programme in the north of Kenya taking our latest cerebral palsy drama production - 'Lisilojulikana (The
Unknown)' - to audiences in small towns and rural communities in and around Samburu.
Salome works for the Association for the Physically Disabled of Kenya based in Nairobi. She provides
mothers of disabled children with support and access to treatment. This is a challenging role for Salome
as mothers often feel ashamed of their disabled child - persuading a mother to seek help and advice
takes a lot of persistence by Salome. After first watching the film, Salome was very excited about the
potential this film offered and had lots of suggestions on where screenings could take place . She and
Lennox quickly arranged for a screening to take place on a Friday evening in one of the Nairobi slum
areas. It was a great success and seemed to reach out to the community in a very positive and
effective way delivering the message about supporting those living with disability. However the real
success of that screening was when Salome went into work on Monday morning. Four mothers were
waiting to talk to her and discuss treatment and the help ADPK could provide for their disabled children.
She was very happy about this as she said getting four mothers to come and openly discuss disability
and bring their children was unheard of. These women had said that the film had shown them that their
child was not useless, that they could go to school and achieve great things with their life just like
anyone else. We are very lucky to have Salome working for us as she has a real understanding of the
issues these mothers face and really identifies with the film and the positive and powerful message it
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conveys. So we are really excited to hear how Salome and Lennox have got on over the past month
and look forward to updating you over the coming weeks.
FUNDRAISING NEWS
We have had a very busy couple of months of fundraising. Congratulations go to The Two Robs and
Ann Evans for successfully completing their sponsored events and raising in excess of £2,500. We
raised a staggering £682 at our annual spring Book Sale and the Stocklinch Bridge Lunch raised £441.
Thank you to everyone who as supported us in all of these events. This has been a tremendous boost
to our much needed funds.
GIVE AS YOU LIVE
For those of you not yet signed up to Give As You Live - an online shopping fundraiser - please follow
the link below to set yourselves up and start raising funds today. This year we are focussing on using
the funds raised through Give As You Live to help pay for the FVFG training & office space so please
don't delay in helping us reach our target of £1000.
VOLUNTEERS
We welcome two new volunteers to PFP, Dave Hood and Jo Thomas, who are very kindly spending
time helping us with our fundraising activities. If you know of anybody who may have a little bit of spare
time to help us with fundraising and general office support, please get in touch.
Purple Field Productions - www. ;purplefieldproductions.org - Registered charity number:
1127076
Fiona Day
Administrator
Purple Field Productions
www.purplefieldproductions.org
01460 54142
Help Purple Field Productions. Just by shopping online. Shop with your favourite stores and
raise a donation for Purple Field Productions. Click on the following link to start raising funds
today http://give.as/charity/purplefieldproductions

A CHANGE OF VENUE AND CORRECTION TO THE CONTACT LIST.
Ilminster Meeting
Somerset Skills and Learning Centre, 47 Ditton Street, Ilminster,
Somerset, TA19 0BW
(No correspondence to this address)
O.S. ST 361 142
Visitors are advised to confirm venue with the Correspondent/Clerk.
The Centre is adjacent to Swanmead Community School
Car parking: at rear of Centre
Trains: Taunton, Yeovil and Crewkerne
Buses: limited Sunday services. Town centre bus stops are near the Centre.
The Centre, including toilets, is wheelchair friendly.
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RED FLAG OVER BERMONDSEY
An audience of 50 were held and moved by Lynn
Morris’ portrayal of Ida Salter at the performance in
Taunton Meeting House on Saturday afternoon,
June 25th The discussion with Lynn and her
Director Dave Morris afterwards allowed fuller
exploration of aspects of the life of this tenacious
agent of change in the Bermondsey area in the first
quarter of the 20th Century. She and her husband
led many initiatives but at the cost of the life of their
only daughter through disease caught in the bad
conditions.
Brought up Methodist she became
a Quaker but the hymns of her childhood gave
background to the play. There are statues of the
family now in Bermondsey – not many Friends
achieve that!
As well as members of five of our LMs, a good many in the audience were either friends of
Friends or local people who had heard of the show through one network or another. The printed
publicity which Taunton Friends had distributed in the town had been well backed up by those able to
circulate it electronically. Minehead Friends enjoyed providing and serving the tea and cakes that
enabled good meeting up afterwards.
The original hope of AM was that the play should be staged at an AM but when dates didn’t fit,
an additional event on the Taunton calendar for this year proved possible. Minehead Friends having
made the initial suggestion carried most of the organising. Costs were £45 for Lynn and Dave's travel
and £12 for publicity. These will be paid by AM.
Donations for the work that Journeymen Theatre (Lynn and David's company) support at Seir
in the West Bank, Palestine, came to £313.
Chris Lawson
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QUAKERISM AND STRUCTURE
Lowering barriers to worship
An interesting article found while searching the internet!
One of the key parts of George Fox’s revelation was that religious structures can kill the free movement
of the Spirit. That was one of the main reasons the early Quakers left their gatherings unstructured: to
allow the Spirit to give worship its form every time. I think George Fox recognized how deeply
embedded the human need for structure is: after we have found an experience we like, we try to
recreate the experience with the use of structure.
My Ffriend R has advocated the practice of disbanding the Religious Society of Friends every
5o years. He believes that the spark of the initial vision and passion of religious groups only survives for
about 50 years before developing structures start to choke the movement of the Spirit.
Then expectations of “correct” practice take over, and the authentic fire gets doused. So R would
disband the RSoF after 50 years, believing that a new RSoF (perhaps with a different name) would
arise out of the ashes of the first group and be helpful for about 50 years, after which the structure
would become harmful and the RSoF should be laid down again.
I think R’s idea is a bit too radical, perhaps. And yet…
Many Meetings around the USA have taken “sabbaticals” during the past decade or so.
They needed a break from the weight of their committees and regular work. More recently I’ve heard
that at least one Yearly Meeting (Pacific) and several Monthly Meetings (North Seattle Friends Church
and University Friends Meeting here in Seattle) have decided to set aside a year to discern what the
group’s needs are and what kind of a structure is most conducive to worshiping God and being faithful
to God’s call in the world.
My own liberal Meeting, Salmon Bay, has just taken its own major steps. Despite worship
being strong and deep for a while now, there is little life outside the hour of worship. Many members
report feeling a sense of heaviness in relationship to Meeting, and our newcomers find it hard to get
involved in the Meeting. Nominating Committee has struggled for years to fill all the committee positions
and responsibilities for our Meeting. This year we were unable to put together a Nominating Committee:
No-one wants the task of asking someone to take on yet another responsibility. Something had to be
done.
First a little background: Our Meeting consists primarily of youngish families, with very few
retired members with time to give to the Meeting. Most of our adult members have full-time
commitments to family needs or very demanding paid work and have little energy left over for the
Meeting structure. And yet there are almost as many offices to be held as there are adult members of
our Meeting.
Now Salmon Bay’s Ministry & Worship Committee (on which I serve) has suggested to our
Meeting, based on the model of our local evangelical church, North Seattle Friends Church, that we
enter into a 6 month trial period of suspending as much of the old structure as we can. During that time
we will put our focus on worship and fellowship. We will have a potluck on our regular business meeting
Sunday, and if there is business that requires the full Meeting’s attention, we will have a short business
Meeting, but only for matters of substance. Otherwise we will just eat together and talk with each other.
We want to change the way we think about our role as a Meeting – rather than being there to test
leadings and ensure that everything under the Meetings’s auspices happens according to “good order”,
we want to be encouragers and cheerleaders when vision emerges or energy flows. We want to help
the Fire burn stronger and hotter!
We have proposed that our clerk take care of correspondance and outside requests in
executive fashion, consulting with members of M&W/Oversight when needed. M&W and Oversight
would continue to meet, but only to care for worship and our members in the most immediate ways, not
to do any seasoning/pre-discernment for business that will come before the Meeting as a whole. There
would be childcare, but we aren’t sure whether there will be children’s education, or adult education for
that matter. Perhaps we will just use that time for intergenerational fellowship? In the past we have only
had 20 minutes for fellowship each week, and I think many of us feel like we are strangers to each
other.
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In other words, we don’t want to try to serve the structure Quakers created more than 350
years ago. We want to rekindle the flames and devote ourselves again to the Fire. Then, when our
attention is on the Fire, we can create whatever structure is appropriate based on our condition.
Isn’t that what Quakerism is truly about – being attentive so that the Letter of the law doesn’t
kill the Spirit?
Query for prayerful consideration:
What are the needs of the Quaker group in which I worship? Do other Quaker groups (in my
own branch of Quakerism and in others) have creative ideas which we might borrow to help
keep structure from killing the Spirit?
From ‘Suzanne’s Quaker Musings’
https://quakersusanne.wordpress.com/2008/04/18/quakerism-and-structure/
‘GOLDROOD’: THE HISTORY OF A QUAKER FAMILY
Joan Jackman, the author of this book, came to see the Quakers in Wartime exhibition in Taunton
specially because two of her uncles had been conscientious objectors and served in the Friends
Ambulance Unit in the First World War. I was glad to be one of those on duty when she came. An alert,
active and astute 90 year old whom it was good to meet.
Joan wanted to give us a copy of the book she produced about her Quaker ancestors. It is a
fascinating and detailed account of several strands of her family stretching back to the 17th century.
Shipping, banking and farming are some of the occupations in which they were involved in Essex, East
Anglia and other places. Well known Quaker families appear and a number of them were successful
business people in the 19th century.
The particularly interesting part of the book comes from the 1840s and 50s when Joan’s great
grandmother, Mary Ann Alexander, did some beautiful coloured sketches of rooms in the family home,
‘Goldrood’, and places visited on holidays. The details are fascinating – elegant dresses in the
traditional Quaker style are set off against stylish curtains and patterned wallpapers – and give an
insight into the lifestyle of well-off Quakers in mid-Victorian times.
The book is being added to the library at Taunton Meeting House so can be borrowed by
anyone interested.
Chris Lawson
DOZENS ATTEND LAUNCH OF BREAN VILLAGER'S FAMILY HISTORY BOOK
Joan Jackman held a
book signing session in Brean
Village Hall where her new
publication, 'Goldrood: The
History Of A Quaker Family',
was formally unveiled.
Joan,
dressed
in
traditional costume for the event,
said: "The book contains stories
about the lives and travels of my
Quaker ancestors."
"It has many coloured
reproductions of my Great
Grandmother's paintings, history
from 1640 of the first families to
become Quakers, and later how
they came to live in Goldrood."
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WORK STUDY METHOD OF PROBLEM SOLVING
Continuing with the SREDIM problem-solving technique used by Quakers in the past, I now continue
with EXAMINE; an attempt to guide my thinking on surviving as a species on ‘Mother Earth’. As our
sources of natural nourishment lessen, we are becoming more destructive at an increasing rate. Both
food and material supplies are reducing at the same time as the population is increasing. Nature’s way
of controlling these effects by wars, illnesses and other catastrophes appears to be insufficient. Our
recycling methods are poor in comparison with nature’s, so now we are poisoning the earth, its water,
air and creatures. It is a self-inflicted form of extinction.
As the population increases, migration becomes more common. This increases the possibility
of quarrelling and fighting between those who believe in the survival of the fittest and their neighbours
who are weaker [or more compassionate- Ed].
When I contemplate Human Rights and nature’s intentions I observe that:
1. Many of us would wish to choose our time of death. I believe assisted dying needs
consideration.
2. If everyone followed the Quaker principles of love, simplicity, truth, justice and equality –
fairness – we would eliminate most of our problems.
3. Having children is not compulsory. Ideally parents would cope without depending on others;
dependence needs community consultation to ensure fairness.
4. We are responsible for ourselves and our children under, say, sixteen. If at times we need to
be supported by others, there may be a time when we are able to offer support.
5. Our consumption from nature must be balanced by our contribution to nature.
Except for the first point, early Quakers appeared to follow these patterns and lived much more
contentedly as a result compared with other groups. Unfortunately, when people establish contentment
and civilised values, envious neighbours can be tempted to infiltrate the community in order to possess
their resources and even enslave them, as with the Chinese annexation of Tibet.
Today I observe the following:
1. The Spirit appears to be behind many religions which have developed with the complexity of
living. This, to me, accounts for the ‘miraculous’ way things happen and makes sense. We can
each have a personal relationship with the Spirit, who guidws us day by day in so many ways.
It is fascinating to observe how many indigenous people felt this and were happier as a result.
The Spirit appears to have evolved as the environment has become more complicated.
2. At present, political life, initially modelled on the Greek democracy ideal, in Britain, largely
appears to be controlled by business interests, deliberately planning to make a profit rather
than fit in with nature. This changes our environment, especially where any dictator is involved.
Before it is possible to tackle DEVELOP, problem-solvers need to share their thoughts and
decide those things that are essential.
Thank you for your patience!
John Butcher
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KNOWING AN INWARD STILLNESS DAY: SPICELAND
I attended the day with few expectations other than an open mind. To say that I did get quite a lot out of
the day is something of an understatement. I did not understand/assimilate all the practices but there
were two which helped me on my personal journey.
I took a photocopy of the 'Labyrinth' outside to the bench overlooking the Burial Ground. I
coloured it in (not very well), following the 'path' of the labyrinth. As I did I became more aware of my
surrounding environment and wrote words/poetry in each corner: top and bottom. The labyrinth became
a 'Tree' roots and all. (I thought it shape was reflected in the Yew tree clipped into a ball in the Burial
Ground).
I also took part in a 'Walking' meditation. Walking has always helped me to think and focus. I
allowed myself time to absorb my surroundings whilst the gentle rhythm of walking (slowly) became
more meditative. At the end of the walk I had a very unexpected surprise. The second poem was written
on completion of the walk.
The two exercises helped me tap into my creative and spiritual side, both of which have been
very arid over the last few years of illness. These experiences and the day spoke to my 'condition'.
Many thanks to those who organised it.
DEER IN THE BARLEY

SPICELAND LABYRINTH POEM
Swifts Calling
Circling Pattern
Where There is None
Unseen

Barley Soft Golden
Tail and Mane Like In the Breeze
Brown Butterflies in Pairs
Perform their Ariel Dance

Heavy Clouds
Blue Windows
Not Regular
Warm
Still

Honey Bee
Clover Sucking Nectar

Crow
Golden Crop
Calling
Green
Delicate
Bumble Buzzing
Flying

Hover Flies Circling P
Cabbage Whites
Barley Field
View
Branches Rising
Above The Golden Sea
NO

Bench
Warm
Lichen
Greying
Greening
Shadow Forms
Lines
Stone Leaning
Green Short
Globe
Tight
Standing
Balance

Branches Nose Eyes
Looking
Slowly Rising
Springs Runs Swiftly
Through The Golden Sea

Clive Hammond- Lovatt
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